For many K-12 schools, providing staff and students with the latest technology to support a productive learning environment can be a challenge. Reduce complexity and lighten the burden with Lenovo Device as a Service (DaaS).

Several factors contribute to outdated IT environments and slow technology adoption, including budget limitations, the complexity of managing deployment and configuration, and supporting users both at school and at home. With DaaS, procuring, managing, and supporting a modern technology environment with the latest devices and software solutions is simple. Cutting-edge hardware running Windows 10 on the Intel vPro® platform delivers an unrivaled business and teacher PC solution. Plus software, expert services, and 24/7 Premier Support all come wrapped up in a single, flexible solution for a predictable monthly cost.
What is DaaS?

A DaaS model bundles hardware, software, and services for one predictable monthly fee. Need to own your devices? DaaS models allow for asset ownership as well.

Lenovo is the largest global provider of PCs in the education sector. We are a true powerhouse when it comes to supplying schools with the state-of-the-art tools, technologies, and services they need to develop an effective learning environment that empowers students for success.

• **Select from a full catalog of devices**, including the very latest in PC technology featuring the Intel vPro® platform for business-class performance wherever learning happens. Choose the software and education-specific solutions that meet your needs — all for a predictable monthly cost. Flexibility allows for scaling up, down, or pausing DaaS at any time.

• Keep users productive and devices running smoothly with **Premier Support and additional services** such as warranty extensions and Accidental Damage Protection that cover your fleet, both on campus and at home.

• Depending on the size of your school, you may also benefit from **expert services and automation** that enable user-led deployment and configuration from the cloud. It’s all part of your flexible and customizable Lenovo DaaS agreement.

With Lenovo DaaS, students and staff can benefit from using the very best PCs and devices without a large, up-front capital expenditure.

---

**Windows 10**

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
Benefits of DaaS for education

Lenovo DaaS is a cost-effective way of maintaining up-to-date technology and delivering a secure, modern classroom environment for your staff and students.

- **Customizable solutions** are made to fit the specific needs of your organization
- Choose the devices, services, and software you need as part of a **flexible, scalable agreement**
- **Achieve a 1:1 device ratio** without making a large up-front investment
- **World-class Lenovo ThinkShield security** powered by the Intel vPro® platform keeps faculty and students safe, wherever they’re working

- **End-to-end lifecycle management services**, including configuration, deployment, device management, warranty repairs, and secure asset disposition
- **Leverage Lenovo managed IT services** to free up staff and IT teams from mundane technical support tasks
- Take advantage of our tailored **education-specific solutions**

Lenovo hardware- and firmware-level protections **detect, block, and self-heal** from malware threats or device theft.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
In March 2020, 1.4 billion students worldwide were studying from home. Going forward, K-12 schools will continue to be a setting for hybrid education, offering a mix of onsite and remote education.

But successfully enabling distance learning is only possible with the right technology. With Lenovo DaaS, your school can empower learning both inside and outside the classroom no matter how your students and staff are working. Power their learning experience with the latest technology running Windows 10 on the Intel vPro® platform for business-class performance in the classroom, and ensure it’s always protected with services such as Accidental Damage Protection and Onsite and School Year Warranty Services.
Nobody knows the education sector like Lenovo. Offering a vast catalog of PCs with the Intel vPro® platform providing built-in enhanced security features, software, and services, education institutions of every shape, size, and teaching style will be able to access the leading technology they need to empower teachers, inspire students, and drive learning progress like never before.

- Utilize advanced classroom management and orchestration with LanSchool
- Create art, videos, podcasts, and more with Creativity Apps for Chromebook
- Create immersive learning with Veative’s robust library of interactive, curriculum-aligned AR/VR modules for STEM, ELL, and virtual tours*
- Ensure student online safety and educational effectiveness in distance learning environments from Lightspeed Systems® solutions*: Mobile Device Management™, Filter™, Analytics™, and Classroom Management™
- Enjoy teacher-guided social learning experiences with Exploros*
- Maintain a secure technology environment with endpoint protection and security management solutions through the Absolute partnership with Lenovo
- Get advanced antivirus protection for endpoint, cloud, and IoT with the SentinelOne platform
- Maximize efficiency and maintain device health with insights from the new Lenovo Device Intelligence monitoring solution

*Check availability with your local Lenovo representative

DaaS software for education

Windows 10

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
DaaS solutions for education

Build engagement in distance and hybrid learning scenarios with Lenovo’s comprehensive portfolio of Chromebooks and Windows PCs featuring the Intel vPro® platform for business-class performance in or out of the classroom. We also offer Smart Collaboration solutions for the hybrid classroom including software platforms and specialist hardware for collaborative video lessons such as ThinkSmart Hub, ThinkSmart Cam, ThinkSmart Manager, and Smart Office Professional Services.

• Discover eSports solutions for high schools and universities supported by Lenovo’s exceptional gaming hardware

• Google Meet hardware Series One room kits are ready-out-of-the-box hardware solutions for Google Workspace and Google Meet, made to address the challenges of hybrid learning

• Pairing the Lenovo accessories ThinkSmart Cam with ThinkSmart Bar makes collaboration and communication via video calls easier by providing elevated camera, sound, and microphone quality

• Lenovo VR Classroom is a specialty education solution that includes VR headsets, services, and the software needed for virtual field trips and virtual learning

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
**Customize your perfect fit**

Lenovo DaaS is not a “one size fits all” solution. Instead, it can be tailored to suit any educational institution’s budget, regulatory requirements, and teaching styles. With the right mix of configuration, deployment, automation, and IT intelligence services, K-12 schools of all shapes and sizes will be able to start the school year smoothly with their fleet of new devices, selected to best suit your unique needs.

**Using one of the below solutions as your starting point**, you can customize your Lenovo DaaS solution with the hardware, software, and Lenovo services you need to suit your school’s unique requirements.

---

**Simplify**

Access **industry-leading hardware, plus 24/7/365 support and asset disposition**, with one simple monthly payment. This gives you the opportunity to leverage the latest technology, like the Intel vPro® platform for business-class performance in education, and expert support you need to keep your technology running smoothly and efficiently. Need to own your devices? DaaS models allow for asset ownership as well.

**Accelerate**

With all the features of Simplify, plus **streamlined configuration and deployment services** and premium end-to-end management, Accelerate enables your institution to hit the ground running with your new technology and gets students learning immediately.

**Transform**

Get everything from Simplify and Accelerate, plus the **flexibility to build a custom DaaS solution** that combines any options from our entire Managed IT Services, including Accidental Damage Protection, Keep Your Drive, Cloud Deploy/Recovery, Encryption, and much more!

Transform delivers premium IT services that are perfect for schools looking for an extra level of protection.

---

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
How to build your Lenovo DaaS solution

1. Choose the foundational Lenovo DaaS solution that suits your needs: Simplify, Accelerate, or Transform.

2. Select devices from Lenovo’s best-in-class product portfolio, including the latest solutions running Windows 10 on the Intel vPro® platform, plus other hardware and peripherals as required.

3. Customize your solution with software and support services that fit your school’s needs.

4. Finance with Lenovo Global Financial Services for flexible options in one affordable, predictable monthly invoice.

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.
Accessible technology for education is here

Access the latest digital experiences with flexible Lenovo DaaS solutions and get hardware and software — fully supported, managed, and protected — in a hand-crafted solution that’s built to suit your school’s unique requirements.

Learn more at www.lenovo.com/Education.

To craft the right solution and empower your students to learn like never before, talk to Lenovo today.